
Stylish light globes
Instructions No. 1824
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour 30 Minutes

You can't tell from these light globes how simply they are made. The round light objects shine especially warm and effective.

So simply you tinker light balls
For each ball you need one only with a Acrylic ballhole, a light chain, clear glass muggle stones and glue. Remove the hanging eyelet of the ball before you
start working on it. This Acrylic ball. is best done with a pair of pliers. Glue both parts of the ball together at the seam so that the ball does not open
accidentally during the mosaic work. 

In order to Acrylic ball can be easily covered from all sides with transparent muggle stones, place them in a Terracotta pot. 

With UHU Max Repair Universal you now glue the Glass Muggles Stones little by little on the ball. In our example we have glued the big ball with the big stones
(2 kg of the big muggle stones are needed) and the small ball accordingly with the smaller muggle stones. Glue all surfaces with this special glue, one by one
with the glass stones. Only then the ball should be turned for further processing.

When tinkering with the mosaic, make sure that the hole is not glued over. As soon as the ball is completely covered with clear stones, fill it through the hole
with a chain of lights.

Article number Article name Qty
596138 Acrylic ball with hole, Ø 10 cm 1
596169 Acrylic ball with hole, Ø 16 cm 1
571647-08 Terracotta potsInside-Ø 8 cm, 10 pcs. 1
430876-01 VBS Glass muggle stones "Clear", 1 kgØ 1,8 cm 1
430876-02 VBS Glass muggle stones "Clear", 1 kgØ 2,8 cm 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/acrylic-ball-with-hole-o-10-cm-a22485/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/uhu-max-repair-universal-a216078/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/vbs-glass-muggle-stones-clear-1-kg-a200584/


https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/newsletter/
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